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Navy conducts a secret test of its
'autonomous swarm' boat system that could
put artificial intelligence at the helm in the
next year
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Self-guided unmanned patrol boats showed off the ability to leave the
warships they're protecting to swarm and attack potential threats
The rigid-hull inflatable patrol boats were armed with .50 caliber machine
guns, giving the human operator a lethal force option
Technology could help prevent incidents such as the 2000 attack on the
USS Cole off Yemen in which 17 sailors were killed
There are still ethical concerns as well as dangers of cyber intruders
gaining access to the swarm systems
The system can be fit onto any expect to roll out the system to fleet
commanders within a year and say it has wider applications outside
military use
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The Office of Naval Research is pulling back the curtain on 'automated swarm' technology that
would give artificial intelligence the helm on 'deter, damage or destroy' missions to protect
personnel.
The Arlington-based Office of Naval Research debuted the technology in August with
demonstrations involving unmanned patrol boats that could autonomously defend and attack
targets.
The exercise demonstrated the escort of a high-value Navy vessel to simulate threats in an
environment like the Persian Gulf.
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Unmanned: The technology should be rolled out to fleet commanders within a year and also has civilian
applications

Up ahead, a manned helicopter crew spots a Navy vessel in the role of a possible enemy boat set to
encroach on the ship's path.
Using sensor technology, a group patrol boats then break off in an attacking formation to engage the
unidentified intruder, while the remaining assets stay behind to protect the ship.
In one exercise, the patrol boats encircle the unidentified ship and blare warnings from
loudspeakers, which eventually drives the target vessel away.
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If that option hadn't dissuaded the other ship, the boats had .50 caliber machine guns and directedenergy weapons that could remotely fire, though planners say the finger on the trigger is human.
Robert Brizzolara, program manager at the Office of Naval Research, said that the artificial
intelligence in the software decides for itself what movements the boat swarm makes.
Once a threat is detected, the boats work together and encircle or block the path of an opposing
vessel, detecting both the enemy vessel and other nearby vessels' movements.
Advanced algorithms help the boat plan its route and determine its course of action and speed.
The 'automated swarm' technology Navy's fleet within a year, according to defense officials.
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The Arlington-based Office of Naval Research demonstrated the autonomous swarm boat technology over two
weeks in August on the James River near Fort Eustis in Virginia
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The new technology could one day help stop attacks such as the deadly bombing of the USS Cole off Yemen
in 2000 when a small boat packed with explosives killed 17 sailors and injured 39 on the warship

Personnel safety and cost reduction are both driving the development of artificial intelligenceequipped vessels.
According to Rear Adm Matthew Klunder, chief of naval research, self-guided force protection
systems would have stopped the terrorist attack on the destroy USS Cole in 2000.
In the attack, suicide bombers piloted a dinghy with explosives molded to the hull and exploded it
near the Cole, killing 17 sailors and injuring dozens more.
In the intervening years, the Navy overhauled how it protected high-value ships, enforcing
perimeters and adding defense specialists, but self-guided boats would put personnel out of harms
way.
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Self-guided unmanned patrol boats that can leave warships they're protecting and swarm and attack potential
threats on the water are set to join the Navy's fleet within a year, according to defense officials.
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The rigid-hull inflatable patrol boats can also fire .50 caliber machine guns, but a human will always be the one
to make the decision to use lethal force, officials said

'I never want to see the USS Cole happen again,' said Klunder, 'I can tell you the systems we just
put out on the water would've prevented the Cole.'
The transportable kit that allows a boat to use swarm capabilities costs about $2,000 and can be
applied to existing patrol boats and other small vessels in use at Navy bases and aboard warships.
Defense One reports researchers and political experts are raising ethical and legal concerns to
giving military assets artificial intelligence.
'Growing autonomy in weapons poses a grave threat to humanitarian and human rights law, as well
as international peace and security,' says Matthew Bolton, Dyson College political science
professor.
Whereas a soldier can fall back on human discretion in the modern battlefield, 'Death by algorithm
represents a violation of a person’s inherent right to life, dignity and due process.'
A similar debate happened over landmines in previous generations, according to Bolton.
'When the vast majority of countries outlawed anti-personnel landmines,' he says. 'They established
that weapons which maim or kill absent of direct human control are morally reprehensible.'
Other researchers say problems will lie with poorly designed systems, not solely its use on the
battlefield.
'It will be critical to ensure that these systems behave in alignment with our ethical principles,' says
computer scientist Steven Omohundro, who has argued for rethinking how we develop artificial
intelligence.
'The security of these systems is also of critical importance because hackers, criminals, or enemies
who take control of autonomous attack systems could wreak enormous havoc.'
In 2009, hackers breached electronic defenses of 'two or three' security contractors working on the
F-35, according to the Wall Street Journal, which included Northropp Grumman, BAE Systems and
Lockheed Martin.
Officials on the project said a number of fail safes were in place that would shut down the systems if
contact between boats and operators were broken.
Klunder says that the technology was originally developed by NASA for the Mars Rover spaceflight
programs, but August's demonstration showed numerous boats could coordinate with each other.
'This is something that you might find not only just on our naval vessels, we could certainly see this
utilized to protect merchant vessels, to protect ports and harbors, used also to protect offshore oil
rigs,' Klunder said.
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The USS Cole incident did not need technology to be prevented. It was a failure of vigilence by
the watchstanders on board, leadership by not having faith in those beneath them to make a
shooting decision without guidance from superiors and training by weapons handlers being
unfamiliar with their weapons.
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The comedienne's fashion
is back to front
Who let the dogs out?
Rock OF Love star
Angelique 'Frenchy'
Morgan's bikini-clad
posing session gets
interrupted by her pet
pooches
'A way to let the movie
live on': Jon Favreau
says he wants to open a
restaurant to sell the
decadent Cuban
sandwiches seen in
Chef
That's how she Rolls!
Khloe Kardashian cuts
a sophisticated figure in
a sleek black ensemble
as she hits the road in a
white luxury car
Working hard in the gym
Minnie and her Ricky!
Rita Ora steps out with
Tommy Hilfiger's rapper
son for dinner with pals
wearing a mouse ears
cap
Hats off to her
Cheryl FernandezVersini shares a sweet
kiss with husband JeanBernard during the
Pride of Britain Awards
They're still in the
honeymoon phase
Teresa Giudice and
husband Joe 'snag a
BIG $325k payday' for
his-and-her interview on
Watch What Happens
Live
Spoke about prison
Well it is the Happiest
Place On Earth! Gwen
Stefani is a kid at heart
as she enjoys a family
day at Disneyland
Singer recently celebrated
45th birthday
Still going strong!
Diane Kruger and
Joshua Jackson headto-toe glamorous as
they lead the way at The
Affair premiere
Head-to-toe glamorous
Pregnant Ali Larter and
husband Hayes
MacArthur slip out for a
child-free lunch in
Beverly Hills
They have a three-yearold son at home
Channing Tatum
enjoys a break from
filming Magic Mike XXL
to hit the beach with
wife Jenna Dewan and
daughter Everly
He's filming the sequel
'Exercise helps':
Pregnant Kelly
Rowland shows off her
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bump as she strips
NAKED just weeks away
from giving birth... and
talks prenatal fitness
Sarah Hyland's
abusive ex Matthew
'has to stay away from
her AND their pet dog
Barkley' as restraining
order is granted
Must be 100 yards away
She knows how to take
control! Amanda
Seyfried gets behind the
wheel to film Ted 2 with
Mark Wahlberg... as
Molly Sims shows off
her baby bump on set
Lil' Kim faces lawsuit
after 'skipping meet
and greet with fans at
gay nightclub' in Florida
before 20-minute gig
Friction with operators of
Florida nightclub
Talk about hot
Hollywood! Naomi
Watts and Liev
Schreiber make a great
team as they pose at St
Vincent premiere
Together for a decade
Is she friends with
Khloe? Melanie Griffith
hits the same Beverly
Hills gym frequented by
Kardashian
The blonde recently split
from Antonio Banderas
Stripping for stardom!
Chelsea Handler
flashes her breast on
Twitter in publicity stunt
to promote upcoming
SiriusXM interview
Trying out shock tactics
Must be love! Arnold
Schwarzenegger
allows girlfriend Heather
Milligan to drive on
joyride in his $2M
Bugatti Veyon car
Trusted her with the ride
'I'm not a bully!' Jessie
J reveals why she
turned UK X Factor role
down TWICE... as she
steps out in denim
jacket
She's sticking to singing
'Dad is more strict with
me': Nicole Richie's
16-year-old sister Sofia
on growing up in the
star's rebellious shadow
Daughter of Lionel Richie
and his ex wife
Is this what Blake
Lively and Ryan
Reynolds' child will look
like? Face morphing
software offers a peek at
couple's future baby
Expecting their first child
Blake Lively posts an
intimate snap of her
bump as she confirms
she is pregnant with
husband Ryan
Reynolds's baby
Been married two years
Soldiering on! Kris
Jenner looks fabulous
in black and white as
she puts
heartwrenching
interview about her love
life behind her
She managed a smile
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Bust-ing a move! Demi
Lovato amplifies her
cleavage in a Dominatrix
style bustier as she
rocks out on stage in
Canada
She just started her tour

DON'T MISS
Elizabeth Hurley is a
vision in pink lace
dress for Estée Lauder's
breast cancer
awareness campaign as
she receives a hug from
Emma Thompson
We Dem Boyz! Wiz
Khalifa is on daddy
duty looking after son
Sebastian as estranged
wife Amber Rose
celebrates her new
found single status
Meet Mrs JacksonJones! Welsh lothario
Steve Jones finally
settles down as he ties
the knot with model
Phylicia in secret
ceremony
'Have fun, we're only
human': Cheryl
Fernandez-Versini
shows her primal side in
new artwork for
upcoming album
She's a wild child
Simon Cowell enjoys a
cheeky cigarette on
the red carpet at Pride
Of Britain awards...
before smooching
Lauren Silverman as he
leaves
Hope he had a mint
'Heard the news?'
Sarah Jessica Parker
appears to confirm
reports that a third Sex
And The City movie is in
the works
Actress is almost 50
Top Gear's Jeremy
Clarkson may have
'broken the law' when
he changed the number
plate on his Porsche
during recent filming
trip in Argentina
Just when she thought
she'd lost it! Drew
Barrymore sports an
impressive fake baby
bump on Yorkshire set
of Miss You Already
She got into character
She's still doesn't care
about the Pricetag!
Jessie J goes busking
at London's Camden
Market in her fedora and
wool coat
Went back to her roots
Khloe Kardashian gets
metallic neck tattoo
(don't worry, it's
temporary)... but still
hasn't removed that
Lamar Odom love ink
Still has LO on her hand
'I need to knock back a
few drinks to let
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loose': Jessica Chastain
bares a lot of skin for
sexy new Interview as
she confesses she's a
wallflower at parties
Kendall Jenner
sashays down the
sidewalk in a cool biker
jacket and stylish
trousers as she heads
out in NYC
Nailed her catwalk strut
Red hot! Lily Collins
matches the carpet in
a crimson turtleneck
gown with open back at
Love, Rosie premiere
She stole the limelight in
the provocative gown
Starting fresh: Paula
Patton loads up on
Farmers Market fare
with son Julian in the
wake of split from Robin
Thicke
They split 8 months ago
Michael Phelps is
suspended from USA
Swimming-sanctioned
events for six months
and will withdraw from
the World
Championships
Blood soaked
Katherine Heigl strips
down to her underwear
as she plays a
murderous housewife in
Home Sweet Hell trailer
Watch the trailer here
'I know you cheated
motherf***er!' Mariah
Carey sings the reason
why she and husband
Nick Cannon split
during Japanese
concert
Two months since split
The Good Wife actor
Alan Cumming reveals
his tormented childhood
that led to a nervous
breakdown in new book
'My father held me down
like an animal', he says
Tyra Banks, 40, looks
flawless on Good
Morning America as she
promotes a new makeup
line
She has modeled for over
20 years
'Beautiful dreamer!'
Kaley Cuoco takes the
jump in uplifting T-shirt
while horseback riding
at the equestrian center
She is a born performer
with acting - and horses
'It was surreal': Emily
Ratajkowski dishes on
kissing Gone Girl costar Ben Affleck as she
smolders in sexy grey
cut-out dress
Gone Girl is her first film
Baywatch's Nicole
Eggert reveals her new
career as an ice cream
truck driver as she
dishes out treats
Filed for bankruptcy for
the third time in 2013
'It's fall, y'all!' Jenna
Bush Hager shares
sweet photo of baby
Mila's first trip to the
pumpkin patch
Their 18-month-old child
is ready for Halloween
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Former glamour model
turned Swedish royal
bride gets a Kate-style
makeover as she poses
for new engagement
snap with Prince Carl
Philip
OutFoxed! Megan
faces new Botox
accusations as German
fans struggle to
recognize her thanks to
her wrinkle-free face
A very taught visage
Bruce Jenner goes for
a less glamorous look
while grocery shopping
in Malibu... day after
showing off a feminine
hairstyle at concert
Looked sporty in neon
'We are absolutely
thrilled and elated!'
Coco Rocha reveals she
is expecting her first
child with husband
James Conran
Supermodel to be mom
The price of modesty:
Game of Thrones
bosses 'burn through
$200,000 keeping Lena
Headey's naked body
under wraps'
The spent $50K per day
That's one way to give
him a lift: Sexy Kim
Kardashian wears a little
white vest as she picks
up husband Kanye West
from the airport
What a welcome home
Carey Mulligan reveals
grandmother's fight
with Alzheimer's and
heartbreak that beloved
'Nans' no longer
recognizes her
Carey's family trauma
Heidi Klum channels
'60s French siren
Brigitte Bardot with
sexy throwback photo
taken decades ago
She's a mom of four and a
German supermodel
'It's happening again':
Twin Peaks creator
David Lynch confirms
his cult classic show is
set to return with a new
series
Hit show from the '90s
Cheryl FernandezVersini opts for a
demure lace dress as
she joins the UK's
A-listers at the glamour
at Pride of Britain
Awards
Pregnant Liv Tyler
keeps any signs of a
bump covered as she
takes son Milo to school
in New York
She is expecting her
second child
Take that Martha
Stewart! Gwyneth
Paltrow hires the
lifestyle guru's former
executive for GOOP
Martha previously dissed
Paltrow's company
'She can't sing
anymore... at all!'
Mariah Carey's vocals
are mocked by fans as
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she kicks off Elusive
Chanteuse tour in Tokyo
Vocals heavily criticized
Sleeping beauty:
Hilaria Baldwin shares
a sweet photo of baby
Carmen taking a nap
during their European
adventure
Posted a photo while
watching her sleep
Quick change! Tom
Hardy showcases his
buff body and extensive
tattoo collection as he
strips off in Hollywood
The actor swapped his
shirt after shopping
Teresa Giudice
'infuriates co-stars as
she arrives more than
FOUR hours late' to
RHONJ reunion
She's been sentenced to
15 months in prison
A pouting Amanda
Bynes cuts a
glamorous figure as she
rides a Citi Bike around
the streets of NYC after
DUI arrest
Enjoyed the fall sunshine
in the city
Twin set: Cindy
Crawford, 48, and her
doppelganger daughter
Kaia, 13, breeze through
LAX in matching outfits
The glamorous duo look
more like sisters
'Happy Birthday!':
Arrow star Stephen
Amell helps wife
Cassandra Jean turn 29
as they celebrate with
their daughter Mavi
Final year of his 20s
She can't stop! Miley
Cyrus flashes her
black lace bra in a racy
sheer shirt as she rocks
TINY hotpants at
Paloma Faith gig
Had a night out in LA
Edge Factor: Ellie
Goulding rocks a
printed jersey and black
Doc Martens as she
arrives at The UK X
Factor studios to pass
on some words of
wisdom
Feeling broody?
Leonardo DiCaprio
shows off his paternal
side as he plays the
doting godfather to
Tobey Maguire's
daughter Ruby
Leggy lady! Halle
Berry steps out in
denim shorts as she
takes time out to enjoy a
pampering session
The mother of two still has
her model figure
Forgetting something?
Karrueche Tran steps
out in just a shirt to
celebrate Christina
Milian's birthday with
boyfriend Chris Brown
Has a provocative style
Babymoon time!
Pregnant Zoe Saldana
shows off her beautiful
bump in white top and
grey leggings during
mini-break with
husband Marco Perego
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'Look how fabulous I
was!' Kim Zolciak bares
her taut midriff in
photos from before and
after her tummy tuck
Took to Facebook to hit
back at critics
Shirt to turn heads:
Jennifer Lopez wears
an oversized blouse
under a sexy sweater
dress to dine with a
hunky pal
She dined out in style in
West Hollywood
A family affair: Lindsay
Lohan pouts away as
she is supported by her
mother Dina and
siblings Ali and Michael
Jr. backstage at her
London play
As heiress Tamara
Ecclestone reveals
that she doesn't know
what toast is JAN MOIR
asks Why are so many
reality TV stars one slice
short of a full loaf?
Amal Alamuddin as
you've NEVER seen
her before: Mrs Clooney
immortalized as a
Simpson to celebrate
her impeccable wedding
wardrobe
'It makes me really
sad': Kris Jenner
reveals her sorrow over
the death of her first
husband Robert
Kardashian as she chats
to Giuliana Rancic
Richard Gere and costar Jena Malone
cuddle up to each other
on the red carpet at the
Time Out Of Mind
premiere
Shared a warm embrace
She's young at heart!
Rita Ora dons Mickey
Mouse ears hat as she
steps out in London
The singer was looking
very playful in the Disney
-inspired hat
Ooh La La! Paris Hilton
goes Halloween
shopping for a French
maid outfit at the Trashy
Lingerie store in West
Hollywood
Less than a month to go
She's back! CIA agent
Carrie Mathison gets
over Brody (and ditches
their baby) as Homeland
returns to its political
thriller roots
New series debut
'This is not an easy
time for me': Real
Housewives of Atlanta's
Porsha Williams
shocked to be demoted
to 'friend' status
A staple of the show
Lady Gaga steps out in
yellow slip dress and
black curly wig as she
touches down in
Cologne
Gaga wore the massive
wig in Germany
Gwyneth Paltrow calls
in a psychic: Recently
separated actress asks
for help to 'heal, expand'
and deepen her
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'understanding of life's
mysteries'
Good for his sole?
Chris Martin opts to go
barefoot as he sports
casual attire for a solo
shopping trip at his
local supermarket
Dating Jen Lawrence
Newly-single Amber
Rose steps out for
another night on the
town in semi sheer
T-shirt dress as she
parties with mystery
male
Shamed Dior designer,
John Galliano, sacked
and charged for racist
slurs in 2011, is
appointed the creative
director of Maison
Martin Margiela
Down day! Ryan
Reynolds ditches the
clean-cut look and
shows off rugged beard
as he steps out in a
dragon print sweater
He's about to be a dad
'I don't pay any
attention to the
pressure!' Justin
Theroux on how he and
Jennifer Aniston are
'doing our own thing'
Discussed their love life
The Kimye and
Khaleesi effect!
Kardashian-Wests'
honeymoon and Game
of Thrones boosted
tourism in Ireland by
11%
Love the Emerald Isle
Cuddling co-stars...
Malin Akerman steps
out in hotpants as she
embraces on-screen
husband Dan Stevens
Starring alongside each
other in the The Ticket
Keeping his eyes on
the prize... Newlywed
Ashley Tisdale sports
hotpants for a workout
with husband
Christopher French
They wed this summer
Glee creator Ryan
Murphy and husband
David Miller announce
the birth of second son
Ford via surrogate
The couple even got to
cut the umbilical cord
Specs appeal!
Stephanie Pratt is
almost unrecognizable
in thick black glasses
for DVD launch
The reality star has a new
geek chic look
Tres chic! Nicole
Scherzinger looks
effortlessly stylish in allblack ensemble as she
promotes her new
album in Paris
Dressed all in black
Fit for a beauty queen!
Newly engaged Nia
Sanchez can't stop
smiling as she flashes
her two-carat diamond
sparkler
She's Miss USA 2014
Kelly Brook has been
'texting ex-boyfriend
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Thom Evans' after
messy split from fiance
David McIntosh
She's single and ready to
mingle (with her ex)
'He's turning on the
charm:' Orlando
Bloom sets his sites on
Margot Robbie and
showers her with gifts
and flowers in a bid to
get date
He likes Australians
Just an ordinary girl!
Kendall Jenner goes
makeup-free in jeans
and trainers after
dominating the fashion
week circuit
Future as a model?
Make-up free Uma
Thurman puts her best
foot forward while trying
on trainers at a SoHo
boutique in New York
Seen going into the
Adidas store
Already married?
Courteney Cox and
Johnny McDaid spark
talk they've tied the knot
as the rocker flashes a
platinum band during a
romantic New York
stroll
The morning after:
Dakota Fanning goes
from red carpet glamour
to low key chic as she
arrives at BBC studios
She stepped out in
Manchester
Hairway to heaven!
One Direction's Harry
Styles tames his curly
mane with a stylish
braid and a man bun
Never one to shy away
from a trend
Purple delight... Padma
Lakshmi stuns in an
asymmetrical form
fitting gown as she
heads to a private event
Remembering her
modelling roots
Plaid to the bone!
Amanda Seyfried and
Mark Wahlberg keep
cosy in coordinated
lumberjack outfits while
filming a Ted 2 scene in
Times Square
Simply monochrome
chic! Lily Collins
shows off her slender
legs in a patterned mini
skirt and matching
blazer as she promotes
her new film Love, Rosie
Richard Curtis reveals
he WAS against Hugh
Grant taking the lead
role in Four Weddings
And A Funeral... but
only because he was
'too good looking'
Look, no ring, as
Rupert Murdoch's
daughter gets set for a
$415 million split from
global PR guru Matthew
Freud
After 13 years togther
Megan Fox oozes sex
appeal in a fitted
corset dress at Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles
premiere
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Put on an affectionate
show with husband Brian
Austin Green
Charles Saatchi heads
back to THAT
infamous London
restaurant where he
fought with Nigella... but
takes girlfriend Trinny
Woodall
Couple dined in Mayfair
Enjoy Dame Maggie
Smith's acerbic oneliners on Downton
Abbey app containing
ALL the best quotes
from the series (most of
them are hers, naturally)
VIDEO EXCLUSUVE:
Peaky Blinders creator
Steve Knight is praised
for strong female
characters
British TV series is
available on Netflix in US
Chris Martin hits the
surf in Malibu... after
being spotted 'kissing'
Jennifer Lawrence at a
Kings Of Leon concert
in Los Angeles
His new romance
Emma Roberts stuns
in a revealing black
gown as she leads the
stars at American
Horror Story: Freak
Show premiere
She stepped out on the
red carpet in black
From choir geek to
circus freak? Lea
Michele fuels rumors of
American Horror Story:
Freak Show cameo as
she steals the spotlight
at premiere
Jaime King kicks off
her son's first birthday
celebrations a day early
with a trip to the park in
Los Angeles with her
husband and pals
Milestone first birthday
The Spotlight is on!
Rachel McAdams and
Michael Keaton suit up
to play reporters as they
film scenes for new
movie
Filming in Toronto
City of Folsom
celebrates infamous
connection to the Man
In Black with $3.8m
Johnny Cash Trail and
Overpass built to look
like the prison's towers
I was a grave robber
and a rent boy, admits
Depardieu: Gerard
reveals details of his
troubled past in
autobiography
Revealed former life
First a meat dress,
now it's carats: Lady
Gaga glitters as she
steps out in Prague with
a gold leaf design
across her forehead
An unusual sight
For the baby who has
everything! North
West's doll collection is
revealed... featuring
mini versions of Kim,
Kanye and the 15month-old baby
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Khloe Kardashian keeps
a low profile as she
drives the Jeep that
French Montana gave
her... following his
divorce settlement
Nice parting gift
Because he's worth it:
Bruce Jenner shows
off his new shiny
layered hairdo at Elton
John's concert in
Hollywood
He's single after splitting
from Kris Jenner
Another day, another
coffee run: Eddie
Murphy and Paige
Butcher leave their
favorite cafe with full
trays of beverages
At the Coffee Bean & Tea
Leaf in Studio City
Cara Santana wears
funky floral trousers as
she helps boyfriend
Jesse Metcalfe take his
mind off Dallas
cancellation at event
Turned it into a date
'The last time I was
seven and now I have
two kids': Russell
Crowe celebrates
Australian rugby team's
first win in 43 years
Had his sons by his side
Time to rehydrate!
Melanie Griffith looks
slender in her workout
gear as she guzzles
water after working up a
sweat at yoga class
She is recently single
Kathy Griffin resists
the urge to fully
embrace her inner diva
at Best In Drag Show...
but doesn't disappoint
with humongous hair
Perfectly put-together
Iggy Azalea attempts
to go incognito in a
large fedora... but is
swarmed by fans shortly
as she touches down in
LA
The rapper tried to make
a low key arrival
Red Hot day! Anthony
Kiedis enjoys family
life as he takes his
model girlfriend and
young son veggie
shopping in Malibu in
95F heat
Battled the heatwave
To tie-dye for! Amy
Adams looks lovely in
a flowing printed dress
as she does some
shopping with Darren
and Aviana
Low-key family time
Kim Cattrall and Lucy
Liu step into fall with
fashionable coats at
opening night on
Broadway
The actresses made
stylish arrivals
They beat Alabama
and they liked it! Fans
STEAL goal posts after
Ole Miss victory while
star supporter Katy
Perry is filmed downing
beers and crowd-surfing
Liz Hurley speaks out
about the pain caused
by her grandmother's
death from breast
cancer - and urges more
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women to be aware of
the disease
That's a fine bit of
casting! Stephen
Colbert goes fishing
with Republican Jack
Kingston in the Capitol
Reflecting Pool
In Washington DC
On the prowl! Ladies
man Leonardo
DiCaprio drives off with
a mystery woman after
partying at an LA
nightspot
He is rumored to be a free
agent again
Amanda Peet
disguises her baby
bump in a chic shift
dress at American
Horror Story: Freak
Show premiere
Expecting her third child
'An unfortunate hair
choice!' Kate Walsh
pokes fun at her wild
blonde bob in '90s
flashback photo
The 46-year-old took to
Twitter to share the look
Can you feel the love
tonight? Ashlee
Simpson and Evan Ross
are the picture of
newlywed bliss after
Elton John concert
Deliriously happy couple
It's his year! Corey
Stoll and girlfriend
Nadia Bowers get
engaged as busy actor
lands recurring role on
hit show Homeland
High-profile acting roles
'She's 100 per cent
single': Gigi Hadid 'is
just good friends with
Joe Jonas' despite
dating rumors
The model is focusing on
her career
Fancy meeting you
here! Nicolas Cage
chats with on-screen
wife Sarah Wayne
Callies on set of Pay
The Ghost in Canada
His on-screen wife
New Nightcrawler
trailer shows Jake
Gyllenhaal as a news
cameraman descending
into madness
With just four weeks until
general release

Today's headlines

Most Read

The moment the King of the Jungle was
felled: Spectacular photos show how
helpless lion was trampled to...
Actor who played the pastor dad on 7th
Heaven 'admits to molesting underage girls in
taped therapy session'
Married principal, 54, of prestigious high
school resigns after 'he was found in a
motel room with large...
Groped by customers, pressured to date and
forced to wear 'sexy' clothing: Report reveals
the rampant sexual...
Mitt and the masseuse: Romney reveals
his 'single weirdest experience' as a
presidential candidate
'It is a sex crime': Jennifer Lawrence speaks
out for the first time about nude photo leak to
Vanity Fair
Morrissey reveals he is being treated for
cancer and has been hospitalised several
times in last 18 months
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The terrible truth about cannabis: Expert's
devastating 20-year study finally demolishes
claims that smoking...
Colorado voters were 'reckless' to legalise
cannabis, governor says, as he urges
other states not to follow...
Girl, 4, who accidentally brought bag filled
with 249 bags of heroin to daycare hands
them out to other kids...
Six kids with six mothers, allegations of
rape at a 'booze-fueled orgy with his
underage brother' and tens...
'Protective clothing doesn't work against
Ebola': Outrage grows after Spanish nurse
caught disease DESPITE...
Mother of Ebola patient Thomas Duncan
drives 15 hours to be near him as he
receives experimental anti-viral...
Stigma of living with Ebola: How residents of
Dallas neighborhood where victim stayed are
being shunned by...
Ebola-killing ROBOT destroys the virus in
minutes: 'Little Moe' uses flashes 25,000
times brighter than...
Dallas Ebola victim's stepdaughter - who took
him to hospital as he was 'vomiting wildly' - is
given all...
'It's heart-wrenching. All you want to do is
curl up next to them': Ebola journalist's
girlfriend speaks out...
Newlywed doctor married for only HOURS
kills his wife and then himself MINUTES after
last guest left their...
NBA player says he expects opponents to
attack him on the court 'because I'm a
rookie and I'm white'
Desperate hunt for Alzheimer's stricken
mother-in-law of Megadeath singer who went
missing on a camping trip
Three-year-old boy dies after mom's friend
left him in desert heat in her car for
THREE HOURS while shae...
Fly from a smaller airport, don't order a
special meal and bring a treat for the
attendants: Infographic...
Postcard from the frontline! War tourists
pose for photos in front of Syrian town
under siege by ISIS as it...
How America is arming ISIS: Survey of
ammunition fired by jihadists in Iraq and Syria
shows huge number of...
From teacher to ISIS member and back
again: Woman, 25, lifts the lid on how she
became a member of feared...
Are airstrikes enough to stop ISIS? Turkey
warns that ground troops are required to
defeat jihadists and...
American student, 19, 'trying to join ISIS'
arrested at Chicago's O'Hare airport after
leaving note for his...
'I wish there was a cure but there's not':
Fearless newlywed, 29, suffering from
terminal brain cancer...
Veteran field producer who was promoted
only once in 17 years is suing CNN for
$5million for age and racial...
MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
more
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